
“INSPIRED BY OUR CUSTOMERS”

If you love the dual-fold camper design, our new Lincoln Z will tick all of your 
boxes. Based on the LX, the Z gives you everything that drew you to our 
best-selling Dual Fold model but in a lighter-weight design without compromising 
on all those features that made our very first Lincoln so popular. Lincoln Z boasts 
two 100Ah batteries, 12” electric breaks and the same off-road capability found 
on all of our K-series making it suitable for any adventure you have planned with 
your family.We have listened to what a camper trailer makes a success for you. 

Set up time. Due to its Ezy connecting fan structure and alloy Quick-Release 
poles, the set up time is about 4 minutes. With placing four corner poles the
 overall effort is kept to a minimum. You will feel more inclined to take the camper 
for a short weekend camping trip.

Storage areas. While designing the interior, we kept the travelling family guiding 
the practicalities of the camper. Underneath the lounge seats and in front of each 
double bed, multiple storage areas can be found, giving you the travel comfort for 
the whole family. 
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Visit our website for our full range of camper 
trailers, camping blogs & company events. 

Like us on the Official EzyTrail Campers 
page for the latest specials, news & events.
www.facebook.com/EzytrailCampers www.ezytrailcampertrailers.com.au

Call us! We are happy to answer any  
questions regarding our products .

There is even a designated spot for your portable toilet. Speaking about families, 
with the Lincoln Z, you don’t have to go huge to put 4 children asleep. Apart from 
its two double beds, another double bed can be magically created from the lounge 
area. Or differently put; after the kids are in bed, you, the parents, can still have a 
nice drink inside the trailer before you can easily make up the bed.

Power. Smaller in size, yes, but when it comes down to power, in parallel with its 
bigger brother. With its twin 100Ah deep cycle batteries, 12V and USB outputs, a 
50 Amp Mega Fuse and a Volt/Ampere reading panel, you won’t run out of power. 
And do larger families not need more power?

Features. Compromising is surely not in the Lincoln range’s dictionary. The Lincoln 
Z does not make an exception on that rule. With a fully plumbed and certified gas 
line to the front, a stainless steel kitchen with a 4 burner stove with splash guard, a 
super handy dry rack and a cutlery draw that leaves the mess home, the Z allows 
you to make a delicious meal without making one single connection. How Ezy is 
that? Do we need to mention the usual? 2x adjustable gas bottles of 4.5/9kg, 2x 
20l jerry cans and a generous water capacity of 160l evenly spread over 2 water 
tanks.



Trailer

K-Series Lincoln Z Features & Specifications

Kitchen Ezypower SystemTrailer size

Utility Box

Fridge Slide

Brakes

Stabilizer legs

Wheels & Tyres

Suspension

Winch

Jerry & Gas  Holders

Hitch

Jockey Wheel

Shock absorbers

Kitchen

4 Burner Gas Stove

Water Tank

Water Tank Guard

Electric Water Pump

Battery

Accessories

12V Outlet

USB Outlet

Mega Fuse

LED Lighting

Entertainment System

Portable Toilet 

Boat Rack

2 x 80L Stainless

5000 X 2100 X 1400 mm

Tent

12” Electric

4 x Drop Down Lockable

Independent Coil Spring

Twin Shock Absorbers

2 x 265/75 R16 + 1 spare

Swing Up Heavy Duty 10”

360 ° Polyblock

Located in Toolbox, Living 
Room, Kitchen & Annexe 

Main Tent Size

Tropical Roof

Ensuite Room

CanvasOptional Extra

50Amp

5700 x 1900 x 2500 mm

Included

450Gsm Fine Weave

2

2

Digital Display

ATM 1990kg TARE 1340kg

1700 X 705 X 620 mm

Optional Extra

2 x 100Ah Deep Cycle

Volts / Amps

Stainless Steel

Fully Plumbed & Certified

2mm thick checker plate

2

Optional Extra Included

975 x 595 x 475 mm

4 x 20L Jerry &
2 x 4.5 / 9kg Gas

Performance. Indeed, features can be nice but can the Lincoln do the walk. 
Just like his big brothers, the Z is off road certified and its all-terrain performance is 
supported by independent coil spring suspension, fully adjustable with single shock 
absorbers. 

Standard: K-Series Campers come with a fully enclosable annexe as well as an 
ensuite and portable toilet. The double stitched canvas is fabricated out of a 
450gsm coping with the harsh weather conditions you might find yourself in. And if 
grey isn’t your colour, Ezytrail has 7 colour options to choose from at no charge.

Conclusion: The Lincoln Z is a light-weight camper trailer that even mesmerises 
the larger families by its features and performance. Come and visit your nearest 
showroom for a look and feel.


